Student Handout Unit 2 Culminating Task
UNIT TWO EVALUATION
Name: ________________

_____/30

Part A: Matching (10 marks)
Knowledge/Understanding
Place the correct letter beside its corresponding term.
____ MP
____ Conservative Party
____ Municipal Government
____ MPP
____ Legislative Branch
____ Lieutenant Governor
____ Judicial Branch
____ Liberal Party
____ Governor General
____ Ward

A) Represents Queen in Federal Government
B) Elected to sit in the Federal Government
C) Elected to sit in the Provincial Government
D) Decides who has broken the law
E) Sits on the right of the political spectrum
F) Geographic area of an elected councilor
G) Deals with issues of the community
H) Makes and changes laws
I) Sits in the middle of the political spectrum
J) Represents Queen in Provincial
Government

Part B: True or False (10 marks)
Knowledge/Understanding
Place the letter ‘T’ beside the statements that are true, and the letter ‘F’ beside
the statements that are false.
____ The NDP party is similar to the Nazi party and is extremely right winged.
____ In order to vote in Canada an individual must be 18 years of age.
____ The Supreme Court of Canada is the highest form of law in Canada.
____ The Senate is voted into the House of Commons.
____ Advance polls allow people to vote before Election Day.
____ Civil Court is a responsibility of the Executive Branch.
____ A Municipal Council is a group of people elected to govern on local issues.
____ If I needed a marriage certificate I would contact the Federal Government.
____ Agriculture is an example of a ministry.
____ In order to get my driver’s license I need to contact the Provincial
Government.
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Part C: Short Answer (10 marks)
Thinking/Inquiry & Communication
Answer the following questions in complete sentences.
1. Explain what a minority government is. (2)

2. What are three responsibilities of the Municipal Government? (3)

3. What is the role of the Executive Branch? (2)

4. Who is the current Prime Minister? (1)

5. If you could vote which party do you think you would vote for and why? (2)
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